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Steady magnetic field generation due to transient field ionization in ultrashort laser-solid
interaction
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Using particle-in-cell simulations we show that a steady, megagauss magnetic field can be generated due to
ionization dephasing in the interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with a dielectric target. The magnetic field
amplitude is limited by the screening of the laser-produced plasma and depends upon the ionization threshold
of the target material rather than the laser intensity.
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Since the advent of table-top-terawatt lasers, there
been a growing interest towards nonlinear optical effects
the interaction of high intensity, ultrashort laser pulses w
matter. In particular, transient ionization effects can be u
to tailor a laser pulse in space and time as well as to cha
its spectrum@1#. Prepulse suppression via ionization-induc
shuttering has been observed experimentally@2#. Of particu-
lar interest are thin foil dielectric targets~typically, plastic
foils of sub-mm thickness! which are transparent to lase
light below the ionization threshold, and might be used
ultrafast optical shutters. Some recent theoretical studie
transient ionization effects in thin foils dealt with generati
of ionization harmonics@3# and related pulse shortening@4#,
and with pulse shaping@5#.

Recently, transient ionization effects have been also c
sidered in the attempt to explain experimental observatio
high transparency of thin foil solid targets to 30 f
1018W cm22 pulses@6#. Experiments with longer pulses an
metal targets@7# and simulations of laser interaction wit
fully ionized plasmas@8# also find significant transmission
but much lower than observed in@6#, almost within 30 fs.
This comparison suggests that the very short pulse dura
and transient ionization effects might play an important p
In this framework the possibility to generate a strong ste
magnetic field during transient ionization was hypothesiz
in @6,9#. An effect of this kind was first studied by Wilks
Dawson, and Mori in@10# ~hereafter referred to as the WDM
model!, where the effects of creating a plasma around a la
pulse, independentlyof the intensity and the phase of th
latter, were considered. It was found that for an ionizat
time much less than a laser cycle, the laser wave was ‘‘c
verted’’ both into transmitted and reflected EM compone
with upshifted frequency, and into a steady magnetic fi
Bst , which is parallel to the laser fieldBL and approaches th
intensity ofBL if the plasma is very overdense with respe
to the original frequency. If this would hold also in the in
teraction of a very intense pulse with a solid target,Bst of
several MG could be generated. Teychenne´ et al. @9# suggest
that in a very thin dielectric foil~with thickness much less
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~1!/36~4!/$15.00
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than the laser wavelength!, an ultrafast ~i.e., instantaneous!
ionization would take place over the whole target volum
since the laser field is nearly uniform over the foil, leading
uniform magnetization of the plasma and overdense pro
gation of the laser pulse as an extraordinary mode@9#.
Clearly the proposed mechanism for generation of M
steady fields is very different from already known mode
@11#, which in addition predict steady magnetic fields in t
skin layer only.

In this Rapid Communication we use 1D3V PIC simul
tions with ionization included to study the generation of t
steady magnetic field due to transient field ionization effe
in a thin foil ‘‘solid’’ target, i.e., the material is taken to b
hydrogen with a density typical of solid materia
('1023cm23). It is found that a steady magnetic field
generated, due to the nonadiabatic nature of the plasma
sponse to the EM wave~which is also responsible for mag
netic field generation in the WDM model!, also known as
‘‘ionization dephasing’’@12#. However, it extends only ove
a distance of some skin depths into the overdense plas
and its amplitude is much smaller than that of the laser fie
This is due to the fact that the rapid creation of an overde
plasma leads to an immediate screening of the EM wa
preventing volume ionization of the target and keeping
value ofBst close toBL at the instant of ionization, i.e., whe
the laser intensity reaches the ionization threshold, andnot at
pulse or cycle peak.

In the simulations both pulses with a ‘‘sin2’’ envelope, of
the form sin2(pt/DtL), and with a ‘‘square’’ envelope of the
form u(t)u(DtL2t), with u(t) the step function, were stud
ied. Atomic units ~a.u.! @13# will be used throughout the
paper. The laser frequency wasvL50.05, less than the hy
drogen ionization potential (vH50.5), corresponding to the
regime of adiabatic field ionization~AFI!. The ionization rate
was taken from recent calculations reported in@14#. The non-
zero ejection energy of the field-ionized electrons@15# was
taken into account; we assumed that it depends linearly u
the electric field. The laser energy loss due to ionization
included introducing a phenomenological ‘‘polarization
R36 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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current @16,17#. The effects of ejection energy and las
power depletion due to ionization were also studied by fl
simulations, some of which are reported in@16#; however,
they were found not to deeply affect the simulation resul

Figure 1 shows the electron charge density in the foil
time and space, for a simulation with a ‘‘sin2’’ laser pulse,
peak laser fieldELo51.0 a.u.~corresponding to an intensit
of 3.531016 W cm22!, pulse duration DtL510p/vL
512.5 fs, density no50.01 a.u.56.731022 cm23, plasma
frequency vpo5A4pnoe2/me'7vL , target thicknessd
50.1lL , with lL52pc/vL the vacuum laser wavelength
The laser impinges from the left. Ionization is almost insta
taneous at the left target boundary, i.e., about 80% of e
trons are ionized within a single laser cycle. However,
see that about one third of the volume of the target is fu
ionized. The depth of the ionized region is about two tim
the skin depthdp5c/vpo .

Figure 2 shows the magnetic field, which is found to p
sist also after the end of the laser pulse. Cases~a! and ~b!
refer to the cases of a ‘‘sin2’’ and a ‘‘square’’ pulse, respec
tively. Other simulation parameters are the same of Fig

FIG. 1. Spatial and temporal distribution of electron charge d
sity in the target for the case of a ‘‘sin2’’ pulse. Parameters of the
PIC simulation areELo51.0, vL50.05, vp /vL57, andDtL510
p/vL .
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The steady field is much less than the laser magnetic fi
even in the case~b! of a square pulse, when ionization a
ready occurs at the first laser cycle, causing in particular
sign of Bst to change with respect to the ‘‘sin2’’ case at the
same laser intensity. This magnetic field disappears if a fu
ionized target is assumed.

Figure 3 shows the spatial profiles of the magnetic fi
and free electron density five cycles after the end of the pu
for different field amplitudes (ELo50.1,1,10.0 a.u.) and als
the square profileELo51 case. The steady field is alway
much weaker than the laser field, even for the most inte
case and its sign varies according to the phase of the l
cycle, where most of the ionization occurs. Simulations w
different slab widths or densities and other pulse leng
have also been performed and similar results have been
tained. Regarding the final density profile, we do not obt
full volume ionization except for theELo510 case~corre-
sponding to an intensity of 3.531018 W cm22!, which does
not yield a noticeably higher magnetic field.

To elucidate the simulation results, and particularly t
moderate value ofBst with respect to what might be ex
pected from WDM, we discuss how a steady dc current a
thus a steady magnetic field are generated in a simple
heuristic way, to show that their origin is the nonadiaba
nature of the response of a bound electron to a very s
pulse. Suppose asingle bound electron to be at rest atx
50,t50. An EM wave with zero rise time~a step envelope!
is normally incident on the surfacex50 for t>0. To simply
model ionization with a nonzero ejection energy, we assu
that the electron becomes free instantaneously when the
reaches a threshold valueET , and has an initial velocityv I ,
in the direction opposed to the instantaneous laser field.
solution to the equation of motion of thesingle electron,
neglecting the magnetic force, is

vy~ t !5vqo~cosvLt2cosvLt I !1v I , ~1!

where vqo5eELo /mevL , and we assumedELo sinvLtI
5ET . Thus the ionized electron acquires a steady velocit

vst5v I2vqoA12~ET /ELo!2. ~2!

-

FIG. 2. Spatial and temporal distribution of magnetic field in the target: the two cases of a ‘‘sin2’’ ~a! and a ‘‘square’’~b! laser pulse are
shown. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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The largerv I and the lowerET /ELo , the largervst be-
comes. It might seem at this point that shaped pulses w
very steep rising edges and large densities of instantaneo
ionized electrons may lead to ultrastrong dc currents
steady magnetic fields even exceeding the laser field.
show why this is not the case, we first notice that multiplyi
Eq. ~2! by the electron density, and neglecting~for largeELo!
ET and v I , we get a dc current j st,ne!nc

5 j o

[(vpo
2 /4pvL)ELo ; if ELo is proportional to sin(kLx) as in

the WDM model, we get a static fieldBst'(vpo
2 /vL

2)BLo ,
which is the WDM result in a wellunderdenseplasma.
When the plasma isoverdenseand thecollectiveresponse of
the electrons has to be taken into account, the oscilla
term in Eq. ~1! leads to instantaneous generation of a
flected EM wave that lowers the field of the ‘‘source’’~in the
WDM terminology! wave; thus, in the WDM model, the
static current is reduced and the magnetic field in a v
overdense plasma saturates to the value ofBLo .

The situation is further different when ionization is ge
erated by the ‘‘source’’ wave itself. Here, ultrafast ionizati
leads to instantaneous screening of the EM, wave which
be strongly reflected whenne becomes larger than the critica
density, forcingvqo in Eq. ~2! to remain close to its value a
t5t I , i.e., vqo'vq(t I)5eET /mevL .

For hydrogen we may take forET the ‘‘critical’’ value at
which the Coulomb barrier for the bound electron is su
pressed by the electric field, i.e.,ET'0.15 a.u.@15#. The
ejection velocity isv I'0.7 a.u.@15#. For the parameter of the
simulations of Fig. 1, vq(t I)'3 a.u.; therefore,vst'8
3108 cm s21. Assumingne'1023cm23 for the density of
instantaneously ionized electrons, the steady current isj st
'531022 CGS units. The spatial scale length of the ioniz

FIG. 3. Spatial distribution of magnetic field~top! and electron
charge density~bottom! five cycles after the end of the pulse, fo
‘‘sin2’’ pulses with ELo50.1, 1.0, 10.0, and a ‘‘square’’ puls
~SP!, with ELo51.0. Other parameters are as in Figs. 1 and 2.
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region isdp'2.531026 cm and thus from Ampere’s law we
found the order of magnitude ofBst' j stdp'2 MG. In our
simulations with a square envelope pulse,Bst'0.8 MG is
found. In general, we expect in simulations the steady fi
to be lower than predicted by our rough model because
dc current is limited by effects of nonzero pulse rise tim
finite ionization rate, and ejection velocity statistics; mor
over, looking at the ionization rate@15#, we see that even a
moderate fields~in the tunneling regime! ionization is so fast
that ET'0.15 a.u. is likely to be an overestimate for th
threshold field.

Equation~1! also shows why, even if ionization is near
instantaneous@ne'nou(t2t I)#, and the target is a ‘‘thin’’
foil, i.e., its thickness isd!lL , there isnot full volume
ionization of the target. Since the oscillating current is t
same as in a fully ionized plasma of densityno , the incident
wave is allowed to penetrate only over a length;dpo

5c/vpo . The field-ionized region will extend over a regio
with a depth where the screened electric field is above
ionization threshold; the depthLI of the ionized region may
thus be estimated posingE(x50)exp(2LI /dpo)'ET ; for x
.LI , the laser field is damped below the ionization thres
old. Roughly assuming the surface field to be close to
vacuum field, forE(x50)'1, andET'0.15 @18# we find
LI'1.9dpo ; for E(x50)'10 we findLI'4.2dpo , close to
the target thickness; thus there is a reasonable agree
with the simulations results, considering the roughness of
model.

The first fundamental difference with the physical situ
tion of the WDM model lies in the ‘‘matching’’ conditions
before and after plasma creation. In the WDM case the
stantaneous ionization and the assumption of a plasma w
large extent containing the whole length of the source la
pulse impose the matching of the wavevectors andnot of the
frequencies before and after plasma creation, allowing
quency upshift of the EM wave. In the present case, co
nuity of the electric field at the plasma-vacuum bounda
and, in the limit of instantaneous ionization, across the i
ization front, imposes the matching of the frequencies a
not of the wave vectors@19#. The EM wave in the field
ionization-produced plasma always obeys the dispersion
lation vL5Avpo

2 1k2c2, with k becoming imaginary when
vpo.vL . The second fundamental difference with WDM
that in that case the creation of the plasmaindependentlyof
the phase of the ‘‘source’’ laser pulse leads to the maxim
degree of ionization dephasing and nonadiabaticity, since
initial shift between field and velocity varies in space b
tween 0 and 2p. In such a situation the maximum stead
velocity equals the quiver velocity. This is not allowed in o
situation where the ionization threshold imposes a ph
constraint. As a consequence of those fundamental dif
ences the WDM results~in particular the predicted value o
the steady magnetic field! cannot be extrapolated to the ca
of the interaction of a ‘‘single’’ laser pulse with a nonionize
solid target.

We finally discuss to what extent our numerical resu
might depend upon the approximations of our physi
model. Clearly, in real experiments, transparent dielec
targets are not made of hydrogen only. However, ionizat
of outer shell electrons, which ionization potentials close
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the hydrogen value, should occur at similar field values a
is already enough, at solid densities, to create a very o
dense plasma. Inner electrons will be ionized by AFI or
collisional ionization at higher intensities and later time
Since they will become free with different phases, they
not expected to contribute collectively to the total dc curre
Nonsequential ionization might be beneficial in increas
the number of electrons ionized instantaneously, but is
expected to change dramatically the dc current.

Further limitations might come in principle from the on
dimensional nature of the PIC simulations. Two-dimensio
effects are important, for example, for magnetic field gene
tion by thermal or ponderomotive force effects@11#. How-
ever, the ionization dephasing mechanism which accou
for the dc current generation does not depend upon the in
action geometry. We may further notice that the mechan
is expected to be more efficient for extremely ultrash
pulses; when focused onto the target, the pulse length wi
typically shorter than the spot diameter; thus, spatial bou
ary effects would be probably negligible. The most importa
effect neglected in our simulations could be electron-ion c
lisions, whose importance in a similar context is discusse
s.
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@4#; clearly, they are likely to quench rather than increase
ionization-generated steady fields.

In conclusion, we have shown that fast field ionizati
effects lead to generation of a steady magnetic field of int
sity '1 MG in the skin layer of a solid-density hydroge
target. Simulation results are satisfactorily explained by
simple model of nonadiabatic plasma response. Our res
show that the suggestion made in@9# that this effect may lead
to enhanced laser propagation is incorrect because of
the too low magnetic field intensity and the absence of v
ume ionization of the target. As a consequence this ef
does not lead to high transparency of thin foil targets
observed in@6#, which remains unexplained so far.
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